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The need to develop newmethods for the high-sensitivity diagnosis of malaria has initiated a global activity
in medical and interdisciplinary sciences. Most of the diverse variety of emerging techniques are based on
research-grade instruments, sophisticated reagent-based assays or rely on expertise. Here, we suggest an
alternative optical methodology with an easy-to-use and cost-effective instrumentation based on unique
properties of malaria pigment reported previously and determined quantitatively in the present study.
Malaria pigment, also called hemozoin, is an insoluble microcrystalline form of heme. These crystallites
show remarkable magnetic and optical anisotropy distinctly from any other components of blood. As a
consequence, they can simultaneously act as magnetically driven micro-rotors and spinning polarizers in
suspensions. These properties can gain importance not only in malaria diagnosis and therapies, where
hemozoin is considered as drug target or immunemodulator, but also in themagnetic manipulation of cells
and tissues on the microscopic scale.
I
n spite of the global efforts made for its elimination including preventive strategies and drug therapies, malaria
is still the topmost vector-borne infectious disease with more than 200 million clinical cases and around 1
million fatalities a year1. Increasing drug resistance of the parasites strongly acts against the global malaria
control, while climate change can even result in the reintroduction of malaria mosquitos into post-endemic
countries. A significant improvement could be achieved via the development of cheap diagnostic methods
accurate even at the early stage of the infection and via new drugs or vaccines efficient against the most severe
types of malaria parasites2,3.
Among diagnostic methods currently in practice the most reliable and sensitive one is the microscopic
observation of blood smears –able to detect parasitemia associated with 5–10 parasites in 1 ml blood–, which
is rather costly as requiring expertise and high-poweredmicroscopes. Though antigen-based detection of malaria
parasites offers a cheaper alternative and the corresponding rapid diagnostic tests (RDT) are widely used4–6,
presently these techniques have strong limitations. Perhaps the two major drawbacks are that i) RDTs are not
sensitive enough to detect early-stage infections, the current sensitivity threshold being around 100 parasites/ml
and ii) the tests are not quantitative enough to distinguish between levels of infections (in endemic areas, most
individuals will test positive showing some degree of parasitemia but not allowing identification of patients with
active disease requiring urgent treatment)7. Additionally, false positive results may arise due to the imperfect
clearage of antigen proteins from the body after successful treatments, while false negative results are owing to
their absence in certain Plasmodium strains8, as is the case for histidine-rich protein II9. Although among the
molecular biology-based methods, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assays are sensitive enough to detect 1
parasite/ml10,11, the practical use of PCR assays on the field is limited due to requirements of sophisticated
technology and expertise.
In the last few years, the need to develop new diagnostic methods has been driving extended research and a
large arsenal of diagnostic schemes has been proposed. Some of them are still based on selective microscopic
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detection of infected blood cells such as magnetic deposition micro-
scopy12, third harmonic generation imaging13, fluorescent study of
cell microarray chips14 and photoacoustic flowmetry15. There is an
increasing number of methods using malaria pigment as the target
material formagnetic diagnosis includingmagnetic purification pro-
cesses12,16, magneto-optical detection using polarized light17,18, elec-
trochemical magneto immunosensors19 and magnetic field enriched
surface enhanced resonance Raman spectroscopy20.
Malaria pigment, also called hemozoin, is a byproduct of the dis-
ease formed during the intraerythrocytic growth cycle of the para-
sites21,22. Digestion of hemoglobin by the malaria parasites results in
the accumulation of monomeric heme. As it is highly toxic to the
parasites, they transform heme into an insoluble crystallized form in
which heme groups are dimerized through ironcarboxylate links and
the three dimensional structure is stabilized via hydrogen bonds23.
This process is accompanied by the change in the valency and the
local coordination of iron and leads to the transformation of low-
spin diamagnetic Fe21 ions contained in oxyhemoglobin into high-
spin (S 5 5/2) paramagnetic Fe31 ions in hemozoin24–26. Besides
playing a key role in several diagnostic techniques, malaria pigment,
an ensemble of submicron-sized paramagnetic hemozoin crystallites,
is a main drug target and may also act as an immune modulator27,28.
Hemozoin has a low-symmetry triclinic crystal structure29 as
shown in Fig. 1a. Although the morphology of the crystallites
shows variations depending on the parasite species30,31, they typically
have an elongated rod-like shape with a length ranging from 300 nm
to 1 mm. Besides the natural formation of hemozoin inside the
parasites, various methods have been established for its chemical
synthesis23,32. Though the artificially grown version is usually called
b-hematin to be distinguished from hemozoin, they are demon-
strated to share identical chemical composition, crystal structure23,29,
optical23,33 andmagnetic properties24,25. On this basis, synthetic forms
of malaria pigment are extensively used in antimalarial drug tests34–36
and to clarify the role of hemozoin as an immune modulator27,28.
Hereafter, we will refer to both natural and synthetic versions of
malaria pigment as hemozoin. Hemozoin crystals used in the present
study were prepared from hemin by an aqueous acid-catalyzed reac-
tion28. We have tested their quality by infrared absorption and
Raman spectroscopy (corresponding results are shown in the
Supplementary information). The measured spectra are in good
agreement with previous infrared absorption23,28,37 and Raman scat-
tering33,38 data reported for b-hematin.
Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) images of typical crys-
tallites are shown in Fig. 1c. Similarly to the naturally grown ones,
they are elongated and characterized by a size distribution of,7006
200 nm.
Here, by extending the work of Newman and coworkers17 we
report a new path for the magnetic detection of malaria, which, in
contrast to most of the aforementioned recently emerging tech-
niques, may be realized as a cheap and compact diagnostic tool
without the application of research-grade instruments. Unique mag-
netic and optical properties of malaria pigment crystals as well as
their highly controllable dynamics in fluids, which all play key roles
in the principle of detection, are systematically investigated. The
threshold of our device detecting hemozoin content, as in the present
trial state, is 15 picogram of hemozoin in 1 ml blood equivalent to a
level of parasitemia *v30 parasites/ml17, which needs to be confirmed
via extended clinical trials. While this detection limit already shows
improvement over that of RDTs, it is further decreased by about
more than one order of magnitude for hemozoin detection in
blood plasma or serum corresponding to a parasitemia less than
1 parasite/ml.
Results
The diagnostic methodology presented in this paper relies to a large
extent on magnetic properties which are highly specific to malaria
pigment crystals and unique in human body. First we review the
fundamental characteristics of the crystallites determined by mag-
netization and magneto-optical measurements. The following part
describes the dynamics of their magnetically driven rotation in fluids
with different viscosity such as hemolyzed blood, water, acetone, etc.
Magnetic anisotropy of hemozoin.The low crystal symmetrywould
generally imply that hemozoin is a highly anisotropic paramagnet
with different magnetic susceptibility values along each of the three
main crystallographic axes. However, Fe31 ions located in the center
of porphyrin rings experience higher local symmetry since the four-
fold rotational axis perpendicular to the plane of the porphyrin unit
is nearly preserved as shown in Figs. 1a–b. Therefore, we expect that
the magnetic properties of malaria pigment, which are mainly deter-
mined by Fe31 ions, reflect this axial (C4v) symmetry and hemozoin
behaves either as an easy-axis or as an easy-plane paramagnet.
Based on a multi-frequency high-field electron paramagnetic res-
onance (EPR) study on powder samples, Sienkiewitz and co-
workers25 suggested that the behaviour of the S 5 5/2 spins of Fe31
ions in hemozoin can be described by the following Hamiltonian,
H~D S2z{
S Sz1ð Þ
3
 
zE S2x{S
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 
zmBgBS, where D in the first
term is the zero-field splitting associated with an axial anisotropy,
Figure 1 | Structure and morphology of hemozoin crystals.
(a) Triclinic structure of hemozoin with two unit cells displayed using
structural data from Ref. 29. The main crystallographic axes a, b and c are
also indicated. (b) The local symmetry of five-fold coordinated iron in
hemozoin nearly preserves a four-fold rotation axis, C4v. The angle
spanned by this C4v axis (hard axis of the magnetization) and the
crystallographic c-axis (fore-axis of the elongated crystals) is d < 60u,
where the c-axis points out of the plane of the figure. (c) Transmission
electron micrographs of typical hemozoin crystallites dried from
suspensions.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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while lowering of the C4v symmetry introduced via E is negligible as
jE/Dj # 0.035. They also found that the Zeemann-splitting induced
by an external magnetic field, B, is characterized by a nearly isotropic
g-factor, g < 2. The dominance of the D term together with its
positive sign found in this low-temperature EPR study – in agree-
ment with the results obtained by Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy24 – hint
toward the fact that hemozoin can behave as an easy-plane para-
magnet over an extended temperature region. According to the local
symmetry generated by the ligand field at iron sites, we assign the
easy plane of themagnetizationwith the plane of the porphyrin rings,
hence, the hard direction labeled as z-axis in the spin Hamiltonian
above coincides with the four-fold rotational axis.
When such easy-plane crystallites suspended in a liquid are
exposed to an external magnetic field, they tend to co-align with
the field direction to gain magnetic energy (see Figs. 2a–c). Assu-
ming a linear field dependence of themagnetization, which is experi-
mentally confirmed at room temperature, the magnetic anisotropy
energy is U~{
1
2
B2
m0
cos2h xzz{xxxð ÞV . Here, xzz and xxx stand for
the linear magnetic susceptibility of a crystal along the hard axis and
within the easy plane, respectively, h is the angle between the dir-
ection of the field and the hard axis of a crystal and V is its volume.
Magnetization densities for fields applied within the easy plane and
along the hard axis of the crystal are given by Mx 5 xxxB/m0 and
Mz 5 xzzB/m0, respectively. (For details see Methods section.) Since
thermal fluctuations try to restore the random orientation, the
angular distribution of the crystals over the suspension depends on
the relative strength of the magnetic anisotropy energy and the
energy scale of thermal fluctuations, kBT, according to f hð Þ~
e{U=kBT
2p
Ð p
0 e
{U=kBT sin hdh
.
In order to directly determine the strength of the magnetic aniso-
tropy we carried out field- and temperature-dependent magnetiza-
tionmeasurements on powder samples of randomly oriented crystals
as well as on crystals suspended in a mixture of 70% water and 30%
glycerol. In the second case, the measurements were performed both
after zero-field cooling for maintaining the random orientation of
the crystals in the suspension and after a field cooling process used to
magnetically align the crystals and fix them by freezing the mixture.
(Fixation occurs below the freezing point of themixture, Tfr< 230 K
– see Supplementary Information.) For suspensions with hemozoin
content less than 10 mg/ml, the magnetic field of B 5 5 T used for
field cooling from room temperature down to T 5 2 K was found
safely large to achieve high degree of orientation within the
suspensions as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2c. This way we could
measure the magnetization specific to the case when the magnetic
field lies within the easy plane and the hard axis of each crystal is
aligned perpendicular to the field.
Here, we note that the magnetic hard axis is roughly parallel to the
[131] crystallographic axis, while the crystallites are elongated along
the [001] direction39,40. Therefore, the two dimensional co-alignment
of the hard axes of the crystals (shown in Fig. 2c) leaves a large
freedom for the orientation of their fore-axis since the crystals can
rotate around both their hard axes and the direction of the external
magnetic fieldwithout any change in theirmagnetic energy. This is in
agreement with our TEM observations (see Supplementary Infor-
mation), which showed that magnetic alignment is not straightfor-
wardly manifested in the orientation of the shape of the crystals, in
contrast to former assumptions17.
The field dependence of the magnetization at T 5 2 K and the
temperature-dependent magnetization measured in B 5 0.5 T with
increasing temperature are plotted in Fig. 3a and 3b, respectively, for
powder samples, zero-field cooled and field cooled suspensions. The
difference between the magnetization of the randomly oriented and
the aligned samples increases with decreasing temperature and
clearly shows the anisotropic nature of hemozoin.
To determine the magnetization also for fields pointing along the
hard axis of a given crystal from these data, we calculated the mag-
netization, both as a function of field and temperature, using the spin
Hamiltonian with axial anisotropy and tuned the value ofD to obtain
the best fitting with the measured curves. We found that the mag-
netization of a crystal strongly depends on the angle h spanned by its
hard axis and the direction of the external field. Besides the magnet-
ization density values corresponding to the easy plane (Mx) and the
hard axis (Mz), the magnetization of a sample containing randomly
oriented crystals, ÆMæ, was also evaluated by averaging over h. All the
experimental data shown in Fig. 3 and additional data presented in
the Supplementary Information are well reproduced by a common
value of the single fitting parameter, D 5 13.4 K, which is consistent
with the value reported in former EPR25 and Mo¨ssbauer24 spectro-
scopic studies.
For the anisotropy of the low-field magnetization (or alternatively
the linear susceptibility) we obtained a value as large asMx/Mz 5 9.6
6 0.2 at T 5 2 K. Though this ratio is gradually reduced when the
energy scale of the thermal fluctuations becomes comparable and
larger than the zero field splitting, i.e. for kBT . D, it is still consid-
erable at T5 300 KwithMx/Mz< 1.166 0.03. Themagnitude of the
anisotropy at room temperature implies that partial (two dimen-
sional) and full (three dimensional) magnetic alignment of the
Figure 2 | Magnetic orientation and dynamics of paramagnetic hemozoin crystals with anisotropic easy-plane character. In these schematic drawings,
the cylinders represent the suspended hemozoin crystals. The axes of the cylinders correspond to the magnetic hard axes of the crystals and not related to
their fore-axes. (a)Without external magnetic field the crystals in the suspension are randomly oriented. (b)With the application of a magnetic field, the
hard axes of the crystals begin to align perpendicular to the magnetic field vector B, though this orientation is hindered by the thermal fluctuations.
(c) In the high-field limit this two-dimensional alignment is completed, with the hard axis of each crystal lying within the plane normal to the field.
(d) In slowly rotating fields the crystallites behave as magnetically driven micro-rotors. (e) Due to the viscosity of the fluid, at high rotation frequencies
their hard axes tend to align parallel to the rotation axis and consequently they stop spinning. Only in this case a full three dimensional alignment of the
hard axes is achieved.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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crystals respectively obtained by static and rotating fields can be
achieved by magnetic fields of=1 T as proposed in Fig. 2.
Magnetically induced linear dichrosim of malaria pigment. Simi-
larly to the magnetic anisotropy, the planar stacking of Fe31-
protoporphyrin-IX units in hemozoin29 together with the axial
symmetry of iron sites are indicative of anisotropic optical
properties for a single crystal (see Figs. 1a–b). More specifically,
optical excitations in the absorption spectrum of hemozoin over
the near-infrared and the visible regions can be assigned to
transitions mainly involving p and p* orbitals of the porphyrin
and d orbitals of the central Fe31 ion38,41. These assignments also
support the local C4v symmetry of iron in hemozoin similarly to
the case of hemin and deoxyhemoglobin41. Since the same sym-
metry dictates the magnetic and optical anisotropy of hemozoin on
the microscopic level, alignment of the crystallites by external field is
expected to simultaneously generate macroscopic magnetic and
optical anisotropy in their suspensions.
This invokes a diagnostic tool based onmagneto-optical phenom-
ena such as magnetically induced linear birefringence/dichroism or
polarization dependent light scattering. Though all of these three
effects can be relevant we will refer to them as magnetically induced
linear dichrosim (MLD). Recently, Newman and coworkers have
reported a magneto-optical methodology capable of a sensitive
diagnosis of malaria17,18. They found a specific field dependence of
MLD42. In order to probe themicroscopic properties of hemozoin we
revisited this phenomenon and studied its wavelength dependence.
We investigated the magnetic field dependence of the linear
dichroism on aqueous suspensions of hemozoin at multiple wave-
lengths (e.g. l 5 475 nm, 585 nm and 670 nm) by measuring the
transmitted intensity in Voigt configuration for light polarizations
parallel and perpendicular to the applied field using a polarization
modulation technique. (SeeMethods section for details.) The experi-
mental curves obtained at different wavelengths follow a universal
field dependence when normalized to a common scale as shown in
Fig. 4. After the quadratic increase of MLD at low fields, the signal
tends to saturate with an inflection at an intermediate field B0 <
0.1 T.
Themechanism behindMLD in hemozoin suspensions is outlined
schematically in Figs. 2a–c. In a dilute suspension the crystals are
oriented randomly, resulting in an optically isotropic media since
polarization effects from individual crystals average to zero. As
already discussed, in external magnetic fields the crystals align in a
manner that the field would preferably lie within their easy planes.
The ordering is opposed by thermal fluctuations and this competi-
tion determines the specific field dependence of MLD. The linear
dichroism of a single hemozoin crystal is characterized by the differ-
ence of its transmission coefficients Tx and Tz corresponding to light
polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the porphyrin planes,
respectively. (These directions were respectively called easy plane
Figure 3 | Magnetization anisotropy of malaria pigment crystals.
(a) Field dependence of the magnetization measured at T 5 2 K for a
powder sample, randomly oriented (zero-field cooled suspension) crystals
and magnetically aligned (field cooled suspension) crystals are shown by
blue open circles, blue dots and green dots, respectively. As expected, the
former two are essentially identical. Magnetization curves calculated for
fields lying within the easy plane and pointing along the hard axis of a
crystal are also plotted with green and red lines, respectively. The angular
average of the magnetization corresponding to the random orientation of
the crystals is also displayed with blue line. (For details of the calculation
see the Methods section.) Magnetization values are given for a single iron
site in Bohr-magneton units. To emphasize the anisotropic character of
hemozoin, Brillouin’s function describing the magnetization of an
isotropic S 5 5/2 spin is also shown (dashed grey line). (b) Low-field
magnetization of hemozoin as a function of the inverse temperature
measured in B5 0.5 T. The position of 300 K and 5 K are indicated on the
upper scale. The inset shows the data on a linear temperature scale around
300 K. Symbols and lines indicate respectively the same measured and
calculated quantities as in panel (a).
Figure 4 | Magnetically induced linear dichroism in hemozoin
suspensions. Magnetic field dependence of linear dichroism measured on
a room-temperature aqueous suspension of hemozoin at wavelengths
l 5475 nm (blue squares), 585 nm (orange triangles) and 670 nm (red
dots). Data corresponding to different wavelengths were normalized to a
common scale, which resulted in a universal field dependence reproduced
well by the theory. Assuming an average-sized crystal, the fitting (dotted
line) yields Mx/Mz 5 1.11 for the magnetization anisotropy, which
corresponds to Mx 2 Mz 5 0.013 mB/Fe in a magnetic field of 5 T. The
quality of the fit can be further improved (solid line) by assuming the
distribution of crystal size shown in the inset. For details see the main
text.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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and hard axis in the former magnetic terminology.) In external mag-
netic field the contributions from individual crystals produce a mac-
roscopic transmission anisotropy between polarizations parallel and
perpendicular to the field direction
DT
T ~c
:Tx{Tz
TxzTz
:
ðp
0
pf hð Þ 3 cos2 h{1  sin hdh, ð1Þ
where DT and T is the difference and the average of the transmitted
intensities for the two polarizations, respectively. The factor c
expresses linear scaling with the concentration. The wavelength
dependence emerges in the second term through the transmission
anisotropy of individual crystals, while the integral captures the field
dependence, hereafter referred to as W(B), describing the degree of
the magnetic alignment43.
The universal field dependence shown in Fig. 4 was fitted by
numerically evaluating W(B) for different values of the magnetic
anisotropy using a typical crystal size of V 5 200 3 200 3
700 nm3. We found the best fitting with Mx/Mz 5 1.11 6 0.04 in
good agreement with the value obtained from the magnetization
study on oriented samples at room temperature. As the difference
of the experimental and the fitted curves are likely due to the size-
distribution of the crystals, we refined the fit assuming lognormal
distribution of the crystal size. To reduce the number of free para-
meters, we fixed the average length of the crystals and the magnet-
ization anisotropy to the values previously obtained by the single-
size-fit, i.e. L 5 700 nm and Mx/Mz 5 1.1. Then, we obtained
220 nm for the standard deviation of the length and 852 for the
aspect ratio of the crystals. These are both realistic in the light of
scanning electron micrographs (aspect ratio of 752 was considered
in the single-size-fit) and further improved the quality of the fit.
Spectral features of the MLD effect in hemozoin. To gain more
insight into themicroscopic optical properties of hemozoin and trace
the spectral range optimal for diagnosis, we studiedMLD effect from
the ultraviolet to the near-infrared region (l5 300–1300 nm) in B5
0.3 T. We also investigated the influence of different suspension
media, including normal saline, blood plasma and blood, on the
detectability of hemozoin.
As shown in Fig. 5 the MLD spectra of hemozoin suspensions in
saline and blood plasma are essentially identical and exhibit char-
acteristic peaks distributed mostly over the visible range, which may
serve as optical fingerprints of malaria pigment. These peaks are
likely dominated by the linear dichroism of absorption bands
observed over the same range32,38. The magnitude of MLD spectra
shows linear dependence on the hemozoin content over a wide range
of concentrations reassuring the feasibility of a quantitative
diagnosis. The effect is the largest at l < 670 nm, where the mac-
roscopic transmission anisotropy reaches DT =T~1% for the sus-
pension with 1 ng/ml hemozoin content corresponding to an optical
path of d 5 10 mm. If we assume that only the absorption of the
crystals contribute to MLD, i.e. polarization dependent light scatter-
ing can be neglected, this value corresponds to a robust transmission
anisotropy
Tx{Tz
TxzTz
<40% for a typical crystal and a large difference
in its absorption coefficients Da 5 az 2 ax < 1.5?104 cm21.
The MLD effect decreases in blood by a factor of,3. The overall
sensitivity is further reduced owing to strong absorption and light
scattering by the blood components, mainly by red blood cells. For
wavelengths shorter than ,620 nm the transmitted intensity dras-
tically drops allowing no further observation of the MLD signal. To
approach the sensitivity level achieved for blood plasma by visible
light, we used hemolyzed blood in following studies, which helps to
strongly reduce light scattering. Please note that the hemolysis of
actually infected blood samples is also favourable for the diagnosis,
since the hemozoin portion still contained within the erythrocytes
can be released into the blood plasma, hence becoming effectively
detectable this way. We also work on the development of simple
techniques for the separation of hemoglobin from hemolyzed blood,
while keeping hemozoin within the plasma, and on the selective
filtering of hemozoin.
Malaria pigment crystals as magnetic micro-rotors. For a sensitive
detection of weak polarization effects generated by low amounts of
hemozoin in infected blood, it is inevitable to use polarization
modulation as was already proposed by Newman and coworkers17
and also applied in our magneto-optical experiments. However,
besides polarization modulation of the probing light, – in the
special case of hemozoin crystals – also magnetic modulation of
light polarization is conceivable.
The central idea is that the magnetically aligned crystallites follow
the direction of a rotating magnetic field, i.e. they behave as magnet-
ically driven micro-rotors in a suspension. Moreover, the dichroic
planes of the crystals rotate in a synchronous manner, thus the sus-
pension acts as a spinning polarizer modulating the intensity and the
polarization of the transmitted light beam. The application of a
polarizing beam splitter after the sample and the differential detec-
tion of the two orthogonally polarized beams by a balanced photodi-
ode-bridge provide an efficient scheme for the reduction of intensity
noise, meaning that an ordinary laser diode is sufficient as light
source. From the differential signal the a.c. component correspond-
ing to the second harmonic of the rotation frequency is selectively
detected, which originates solely fromMLD caused by the rotation of
the dichroic crystals and it is not affected by parasitic intensity noise
coming from optical, mechanical and thermal instability of the
device.
A special arrangement of permanent magnets in a ring-shaped
structure surrounding the sample, called Halbach-cylinder44, is used
to generate a uniform magnetic field of B 5 1 T at the sample posi-
tion. The ring is rotated by a d.c. electric motor with a frequency
adjustable over the range of f5 0.1–130 Hz, resulting in a field which
rotates within the plane perpendicular to the light path. We found
that the efficient co-alignment of the crystals using the strong and
nearly homogeneous magnetic field of the Halbach-cylinder rotated
with fairly large frequencies plays crucial role in the sensitivity of our
method and leads significant improvements over previous magneto-
optical detection schemes17,18. (For further details on the device see
Methods section).
Applying this new methodology, we carried out a phase-sensitive
detection of MLD on hemozoin suspensions. Besides the amplitude
Figure 5 | Wavelength dependence of the MLD effect in hemozoin
suspensions. MLD spectra for room-temperature hemozin suspensions in
normal saline (S), blood plasma (P) and full blood (B) normalized to a
concentration of 1 ng/ml. The inset shows the MLD effect over a broader
spectral range in normal saline.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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of the signal, its time delay relative to the rotating field has also been
recorded. To understand the dynamics of the crystals, we measured
the frequency dependence of MLD over f 5 0.1–130 Hz in solvents
with different viscosity (see Fig. 6). The amplitude of MLD remains
constant at low frequencies, then decays drastically towards higher
frequencies. The phase shift of MLD grows gradually with increasing
frequency with a viscosity dependence exposed more in the high-
frequency region.
These results can be understood via the basic features of the highly
complex crystal dynamics as schematically shown in Figs. 2c–e. In a
strong static field, as in Fig. 2c, the hard axes of the crystallites are
distributed uniformly in the plane perpendicular to the field dir-
ection. Upon the rotation of this field, the resulting torque forces
the hard axes of the crystals to precess around the rotation axis and
follow the field. Due to the viscosity of the fluid the system behaves as
an ensemble of damped rotators. Consequently, towards higher fre-
quencies the crystals experience an increasing angular delay relative
to the field and their hard axes tend to align parallel to the rotation
axis. This manifests in the finite phase and the decreasing amplitude
of MLD, respectively. When this alignment is completed, no mag-
netic torque acts on the crystals as the magnetic field rotates within
their easy planes, hence they stop moving. The analysis of rotational
dynamics for easy-axis and easy-plane magnetic particles has
recently been subject to extensive theoretical and experimental
research45–47. The dynamics described here is specific to crystals with
easy-plane magnetic anisotropy as was also reported for other easy-
plane paramagnetic particles45,47,48 and fundamentally differs from
the motion of easy-axis crystallites. In the present easy-plane situ-
ation, MLD signal is suppressed towards high frequencies because
optically isotropic planes of the dynamically co-aligned crystals are
exposed to the light and consequently no dichroism can emerge.
We tested the concentration threshold of hemozoin detection
achievable by this method. Frequency dependence ofMLDwas mea-
sured for aqueous suspensions of hemozoin prepared over six orders
of magnitude in concentration, namely from 30 ng/ml to 0.5 pg/ml.
MLD curves displayed in Figs. 7a–b show that the lowest concentra-
tion corresponding to a parasitemia less than 1 parasite/ml is still
readily detectable. More relevant to diagnosis, our current detection
limit for hemozoin in blood is c 5 15 pg/ml as demonstrated in
Figs. 7c–d. This exceeds the performance of RDTs and approaches
the detection limit achievable by microscopic observation of infected
blood. In order to sufficiently reduce the strong light scattering of red
blood cells over the visible range, the experiments were carried out in
hemolyzed blood (see Methods section). Please note, that the con-
centration values in Figs. 7c–d correspond to hemozoin contents in
full blood and not in hemolyzed blood obtained by 20-fold dilution
with distilled water. Thus, we can conclude that the sensitivity of the
detection in hemolyzed blood is close to that in water. The precision
of the hemozoin content for the series of blood samples was checked
by the parallel measurement of MLD signal on water with the same
hemozoin concentrations. At themoment the threshold of our detec-
tion is not limited by the signal-to-noise ratio ofMLDbut by amainly
frequency independent baseline superimposed on the signal. This
weak contribution to the second-harmonic signal may come e.g.
from the Voigt effect of the medium. The reproducibility of the low-
est-concentration data together with the baselinemeasured for blood
sample containing no hemozoin are displayed in the inset of Fig. 7c.
Discussion
By combining magnetization measurements, broad-band magneto-
optical spectroscopy and electron transmissionmicroscopywe deter-
mined quantitatively the magnetic and optical anisotropy character-
istic to submicron-sized single crystals of hemozoin. Based on these
results we refined previous models describing the magnetic align-
ment of the crystals in suspensions17,18. These fundamental prop-
erties offer a unique path for the magnetic manipulation and
optical detection of these crystallites and are also relevant to the
development of new drugs blocking hemozoin production.
Dielectric anisotropy may also play role in the co-alignment of
hemozoin crystallites during their nucleation within the digestive
vacuoles of the parasites40.
We studied the dynamics of the crystals during their magnetically
driven rotation in suspensions with different viscosity including
hemolyzed blood. Based on the fact that the synchronous motion
of suchmicro-rotors induces intensitymodulation of the transmitted
light via polarization effects, we assembled a device for the detection
of malaria pigment in blood. The device provides a more sensitive
way of diagnosis RDTs and approaches the sensitivity achievable by
microscopic observation of infected red blood cells, which is themost
effective diagnosis in practice to date.We found that the sensitivity of
the hemozoin detection in blood plasma is even higher and we are
aiming at the improvement of the detection threshold by filtration
techniques.
We expect no major reduction of sensitivity for infected blood
samples compared to the threshold reported here for synthetic
hemozoin in blood for the following reasons. First, hemolysis of
infected blood helps to release the portion of hemozoin still
contained within the erythrocytes into the blood plasma.
Furthermore, our preliminary data indicate that the magnitude of
MLD signal – observed in large fields (B *> 1 T) rotating with low
Figure 6 | Magnetically driven dynamics of hemozoin crystals in various
suspension media at room temperature. (a)/(b) Semi-logarithmic plot of
MLD amplitude/phase versus the frequency of the field rotation, f, for
hemozoin suspended in propanol, water, methanol and acetone with
1 ng/ml concentration. Results in hemolyzed blood are essentially identical
with those obtained in water and not shown here. Viscosity (g) for the
different media are also indicated.
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frequencies – shows only moderate changes with crystal size and
morphology in agreement with previous results17. On the other hand,
the frequency dependence of both the amplitude and phase of MLD
may provide information specific to the type of the parasites as
increasing crystal size results in a shift of the decay frequency towards
higher values. Nevertheless, both the detection threshold of our
device and its specificity to different parasites need to be proved
via extensive clinical tests.
The use of hemozoin as the marker compound for detecting
Plasmodium infections has clear advantages over the currently used
RDTs. The production of hemozoin is a defense reaction on behalf of
the parasite that transforms a host protein into amagnetically detect-
able compound with physico-chemical properties invariable upon
genetic variations of the parasites. Therefore, efficiency of our
method is not affected by high rates of their genetic variation. In
contrast, performance of the antigen-based diagnostics relies on
the antigen-antibody reaction which may be perturbed upon muta-
tions in the antigen. From this respect, it is important to emphasize
that Plasmodium strains are known to show great variability of
their proteins49,50, thereby potentially jeopardizing the efficiency of
Figure 7 | Sensitivity of the optical diagnostic method based on the magnetic rotation of hemozoin crystals in water and blood. (a)/(b) MLD
amplitude/phase for hemozoin in water over a limited frequency range optimal in sense of signal to noise ratio. (c)/(d) MLD amplitude/phase for
hemozoin in blood over the same frequency range. The concentration of hemozoin varies over five and three orders of magnitude in water and blood,
respectively. The amplitude of the MLD signal is normalized to 1 ng/ml hemozoin content. Concentrations of blood samples refer to the hemozoin
contents in full blood and not in hemolyzed blood. The concentration levels of 0.5 pg/ml and 15 pg/ml are still readily detectable in water and blood,
respectively. Inset in panel (c) shows the reproducibility for the baseline (black curves) and the lowest-concentration data (with color coding used in the
main panel).
Figure 8 | Flowchart of the diagnostic setup. The beam from the laser diode (1) passes through a polarizer (2) and becomes vertically polarized. Then it
goes through the sample holder (4) located in the bore of the Halbach magnet (3). The magnet is rotated with a frequency f by a d.c. motor, thus, the
uniform magnetic field of B< 1 T at the sample position rotates within the plane perpendicular to the light propagation. After the sample, the beam is
divided into two parts with orthogonal polarizations (645u) by a Rochon prism (6). The difference and the average of their intensities are detected by a
balanced photodiode bridge (7). The 2f component of the difference signal is filtered out by a lock-in amplifier (8) using the reference signal from an
optoswitch (5)monitoring the rotation of themagnet. To obtain theMLD signal, the amplitude of the second harmonic (2f) signal is normalized with the
average signal by a divisor (9).
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recognition by a highly specific antibody developed for a rapid dia-
gnostic test.
Beyond the scope of malaria research and diagnosis, our results
can contribute to biomedical applications of optically and/or mag-
netically anisotropic submicron-sized particles51–55. We believe that
the magnetic micro-rotor concept recognized specifically for malaria
pigment crystals can be generally applied for the magnetic control,
manipulation and detection of submicron-sized magnetic particles
functionalized to interact with biomolecules and cells as it has
already been demonstrated e.g. in the study of the elastic properties
of single DNA molecules using magnetic beads56.
Recently, various applications of rotating magnetic field has also
been proposed in material sciences. These include the three dimen-
sional alignment of magnetically anisotropic micro-particles aiming
to produce magnetically oriented microcrystal arrays for X-ray crys-
tallography57 or to reinforce composites by superparamagnetic pla-
telets48. Rotating magnetic fields have also been applied for
investigating the formation and rotational dynamics for chains of
paramagnetic beads58–60. Our method enables the rotation of strong
magnetic fields – also characterized by a high level of homogeneity
over a large sample volume – at frequencies ranging from 0.1–
130 Hz, while the polarization detection scheme supports monitor-
ing of the dynamics even whenmagnetic particles are present at ppm
concentrations in solution. Thus, this methodology can help to
improve the performance in the applications mentioned above.
Methods
Preparation and characterization. Hemozoin crystals were synthetized following
the aqueous acid-catalyzed method described by M. Jaramillo and co-workers28.
Heminwas dissolved inNaOHwith the dropwise addition of propionic acid adjusting
a pH value of approximately 4. After annealing the mixture for 18 hours at 70uC, the
crystals were separated andwashedwithNaHCO3,MilliQwater andMeOH,multiple
times, alternately – as prescribed by the authors. According to our TEM
measurements the typical size of the crystals obtained by this method is
approximately 200 3 200 3 700 nm3.
The transmission electron micrographs were obtained by using two different
methods for the fixation of crystals. To avoid aggregation of the crystals, in both cases
the suspensions were prepared with hemozoin contents , 10 mg/ml and long-term
ultrasonication. The aqueous suspension of hemozoin crystals was dropped onto
formvarmembrane (purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) placed on 200mesh copper grid
and dried at room temperature. The other method applied for magnetically aligned
ensembles of crystals was freeze-fracture. In this case the suspension medium was a
mixture of 70% water and 30% glycerol to prevent the formation of ice crystals. The
droplets (1–2 ml) of suspension were pipetted on a gold specimen holder kept in a
field of B 5 0.5 T at room temperature for 30 s, then plunged into partially solidified
Freon for 20 s freezing and then placed and stored in liquid nitrogen. Fracturing was
carried out at 173 K in a Balzers Freeze-fracture Device (Balzers BAF 400 D). The
fractured faces were etched for 30 s at 173 K. The replicas, prepared by platinum-
carbon shadowing, were cleaned and washed with distilled water. The membranes
and replicas obtained by the two methods were examined in a transmission electron
microscope as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. S2 (Supplementary Information), respectively.
For experiments performed on hemozoin crystals suspended in blood plasma and
hemolyzed blood, the blood plasma was obtained via the centrifugation of blood
samples and hemolysis of blood was achieved by 20-fold dilution of blood with
distilled water. Freshly drawn blood was acquired from healthy volunteers.
Magnetization measurements. Magnetization measurements on suspensions were
performed using a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) in
magnetic fields ranging from B 5 0 to 5 T at temperatures T 5 2–300 K. Powder
samples were measured over a broader field range B 5 0–9 T using a magnetometer
with a.c. pickup coil. The magnetization component parallel to the applied magnetic
field was detected. Liquid samples were placed in hermetically closed plastic straws,
while gelatine capsules were used in the case of the solid powder samples. The
diamagnetic baselines originating from the sample holders and the suspension
medium were measured separately and subtracted from the data.
Magneto-optical methodology. The spectrometer capable of the measurement of
MLD over the wavelength range of l 5 180–1300 nm was assembled using a triple
grating monochromator, broad-band light sources (Xe-arc and tungsten lamps)
together with a photomultiplier and an InGaAs photodiode as detectors. The
experiment was set up in Voigt configuration, that is the magnetic field was applied
perpendicularly to the direction of the light propagation. Light beam after the sample
was collected using lenses with typical numerical aperture of NA 5 0.1–0.2. The fast
switching between the light polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic
field was carried out with a fused silica photoelastic modulator operating at a
frequency of 50 kHz61. In order to eliminate linear polarization effects other than
MLD, the zero-field baseline was measured and subtracted from the finite-field data.
Diagnostic method and instrumentation. The principles of the new technique have
been described in the main text. Figure 8 provides a schematic representation of the
diagnostic setup.
Derivation of MLD effect for suspensions. As discussed in the main text, the
magnetic and optical properties of hemozoin crystals are characterized by an axial
anisotropy. Hence, the value of the complex transmission coefficient for light
polarization parallel to the C4v axis (z-axis) of a crystal differs from the values
corresponding to polarizations within the perpendicular plane (xy-plane), i.e. tz? tx
5 ty. The same difference holds for the magnetization in external magnetic fields
pointing along the z-axis or lying in the xy-plane as Mz?Mx 5 My.
While thematrix of the transmission coefficients, t^, is diagonal for each crystal in its
own xyz frame, the transmission of the whole suspension needs to be calculated in a
common x9y9z9 reference frame, where y9- and z9-axis are conveniently chosen as the
direction of the light propagation and the magnetic field, respectively. The new form
of the transmission matrix, t^0– for a crystal with its z-axis pointing in the direction
defined by the azimuth angle, h and polar angle, w in the x9y9z9 frame – can be
obtained by the corresponding base transformation. In this common frame, the
portion of the light intensity transmitted by the crystal for polarization along the x9/z9
direction is given by Tx0=z0~ t^0:ex0=z0
 2, where ex9 and ez9 are unit vectors pointing
along the x9- and z9-axis, respectively.
For an ensemble of the crystals, the macroscopic linear dichroism exhibited by the
suspension is obtained by averaging over the contributions from individual crystal-
lites according to
DT
T ~c
:Tx{Tz
TxzTz
:
ðp
0
pf hð Þ 3 cos2 h{1  sin hdh, where Tx 5 jtxj2
and Tz 5 jtzj2. The distribution of the azimuth angle is governed by the Boltzmann
factor: f hð Þ~ e
{U=kBT
2p
Ð p
0 e
{U=kBT sin hdh
. The angular distribution is independent of the
polar angle, since the full rotational symmetry around the magnetic field is preserved.
Assuming a linear field dependence of the magnetization, which is experimentally
confirmed at room temperature, the magnetic anisotropy energy is
U~{
1
2
B2
m0
cos2h xzz{xxxð ÞV . Here, xzz and xxx stand for the linear magnetic sus-
ceptibility of a crystal along the hard axis and within the easy plane, respectively. The
typical volume of a crystal, V, is approximated as 200 3 200 3 700 nm3 according to
TEM images. The field dependence of
DT
T was evaluated numerically and used for the
fitting of the MLD data with two free parameters. The first parameter is a scale factor,
fromwhichwe could obtain the transmission anisotropy of a single crystal,
Tx{Tz
TxzTz
, as
a function of the wavelength. The other parameter is (xzz 2 xxx)V, which determines
the distribution of the azimuth angle via the magnetic anisotropy energy, hence, it is
the only parameter describing the universal field dependence ofMLD.Considering an
average crystal volume of V 5 2.8 ? 10220 m3, the difference in the magnetization
densities is directly obtained.
Numerical calculation of magnetization. As argued in the main text, the magnetic
behaviour of Fe31 ions with S 5 5/2 spins in hemozoin is described by the following
axially symmetric Hamiltonian: H~D S2z{
S Sz1ð Þ
3
 
zmBgBS. For a given set of
{D,B}, we determined the energy eigenvalues (en) by the numerical diagonalization of
this 6 3 6 matrix. Then, the magnetization density vector was obtained according to
M~
1
V
kBT
L
LB
lnZ, where Z is the partition function in the grand canonical ensemble,
Z~
P
n e
{e=kBT
 N
. Due to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the energy
eigenvalues depend not only on the strength of the magnetic field but also on its
orientation relative to the crystal (h). For comparison with the experimental data,
only the component of the magnetization vector parallel to the field direction was
considered.
Besides the principal values Mx and Mz, the magnetization density of unordered
samples were also evaluated by averaging over the contributions from individual
crystals: Mh i~ 1
4p
ðp
0
2p Mx Bxð Þ sin hzMx Bzð Þ cos h½  sin hdh. Mx and ÆMæ were
respectivelymeasured on oriented and random hemozoin suspensions in amixture of
70% water and 30% glycerol. In the former case we used a field-cooled freezing
procedure. The experimental data, both the field and the temperature dependent
magnetization curves, were fitted using the single-ion anisotropy factor (D) as the
only fitting parameter.
The good correspondence between the values of axial anisotropy found in the
present magnetization experiments and reported by former EPR25 and Mo¨ssbauer24
spectroscopic studies implies that in paramagnetic hemozoin crystals magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy dominates over the shape anisotropy unlike in usual ferro- and
ferrimagnetic crystals with micron or submicron size. This is further supported by
TEM images recorded from cleaved surfaces of field-cooled suspensions as presented
in the Supplementary Information.
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